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Application of DHRTC's geomechanical model to DUC fields 
 

Amour Frédéric, Hajiabadi M.R., Nick, H.M. 

 

Despite the overall consistency of chalk in terms of reservoir properties across Danish North Sea fields, most of the 
constitutive models were successfully applied to one single hydrocarbon field. This study aims at building a 
comprehensive geomechanical model capable of predicting reservoir deformation under different geological settings 
and production strategies. This study consists of a series of 1-D simulations in two fields in the Danish North Sea (Dan 
and Halfdan field) using an in-house model calibrated against experimental data on Danian and Maastrichtian chalk. A 
strain rate dependent constitutive model simulates compaction along a vertical column including the reservoir and 
underburden. Two runs of simulation are carried out per study area by considering the initial and final yield stresses of 
chalk. Despite the underlying assumptions during 1-D simulation (e.g., stress path, overburden deformation), the 
geomechanical model provides a good fit with the observed seafloor subsidence data for most of the studied fields (Fig. 
1). The proximity of major faults as in Model B located in the block B of the Dan fields (see Fig. 1) seems however to 
locally impact the stress path applied to the surrounding rock resulting in inaccuracy in the simulation output. In a next 
phase, the model will be implemented in 2/3-D to account for the interactions between overburden, sideburden, and 
reservoir during compaction and, thus, to improve the accuracy of compaction predictions. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Comparisons between simulated and observed seafloor subsidence during years of hydrocarbon 
production for Model A (block A, Dan field), Model B (block B, Dan field) and Model C (Halfdan field) (after 
Amour et al., 2021, proceeding of the ARMA conference). 

 

 

 

 

 


